Electroconvulsive monotherapy in confusion psychosis: a potential standard regimen?
We report on the successful use of continuation electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) as prophylactic treatment of relapse in a case of confusion psychosis. The 20-year-old patient exacerbated in an almost annual rhythm and had been characterized as pharmacologically treatment-resistant since he failed to respond to any psychopharmacological therapy including sufficient clozapine as well as mood-stabilizing and sedating pharmacological treatments. After the diagnosis of confusion psychosis, the patient received ECT as monotherapy and showed a marked reduction of symptoms. Continuation ECT was then conducted for 7 months after the patient was discharged from hospital. Two years later, our patient is still in remission while continuation ECT has been tapered; no prophylactic psychotropic medication was prescribed in the last 2 years. Implications of this case on the therapy of confusion psychosis as well as on the diagnostic classification of confusion psychosis within our current systems are discussed.